The compromise for achieving this efficiency is the dependency of the programs length on the length of the transform, i.e., for longer transforms longer programs are generated. But the complexity order of the program length is N loglog N, and the proportionality constant is small, resulting in the program lengths shown in Table IV . These results are of real practical significance and can be immediately applied to create digital signal processing software of very high time efficiency. Since the cost of memory chips is going down rapidly, the concept of variable length of programs will become important for efficiency even if they occupy more space than programs of fixed size do.
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A program generation technique for the radix-2 FFT that generates a program of length 0(N) with no array references is reported in Takaoka [ Taking the products of (15a)' and (15b)', and (15c)' and (15d)', we get
respectively. The condition (14) of the correspondence follows if we multiply (16)' and (17)'. Therefore, the multipliers of the proposed structure are also real when Z ; ' is taken as the delay operator.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of passive source localization using time-of-arrival difference signals from multiple sensors is an active research area in acoustics and radar. Application techniques include the use of sensors along a line or surface array where beamforming and wavefront curvature ranging may be employed [1]- [4] , and the use of single sensors where interference effects such as Lloyd's mirror may be employed [SI. In many applications, the problem may be made more tractable by reduction to two dimensions, e.g., azimuth and range or range and depth [11-[5] .
The most common approach for passive source localization is to use time delays between pairs of sensors to define curves of constant time difference which are hyperboloids of revolution (of two sheets). Since it is known that a minimum of four sensors are usually required to locate a source, the intersection of three sets of hyperboloids defines the source location. This solution is typically found numerically since closed-formed solutions to simultaneous hyperbolic algebraic equations are difficult to find. In many applications the problem is constrained to a plane where the intersection of two hyperboloids in two variables is sufficient [3], [5] . In some applications, the source can be assumed to lie at a distance which is great compared to the sensor spacing so that the direction of the source is given by the hyperboloid asymptote [l], [2] . In two dimensions, this reduces to the intersection of two lines; whereas in three dimensions, the source is found by the intersection of three sets of cones (asymptote lines rotated about the axis of each pair of sensors). The linearized case is not computationally difficult,
